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(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Oct. 12, 1959)

1. Introduction. Let G be a convex domain of the euclidean
n+ 1-space Rt, (- o < t < + ,- o <x< + o (i- 1, 2, ..., n)), contain-
ing a curve C: {(t, x(t))lte [a, b]}, where x(t)eC2[a, b.

Consider real solutions u of an inequality of the following kind:

Here ((a(t, x))) denotes a positive definite, symmetric matrix of real
valued functions a(t, x)eC(G), and M a constant.

Our purpose in this note is to prove the following theorem for
solutions of (1.1).

Theorem. If u is a solution of (1.1) in the convex domain G and
if for any a0,

(1.2) lim max u(t, x) x) (t, x) x--x(t) I---0

then u vanishes identically in the horizontal component.
The method is based upon the ideas of H. O. Cordes 2 and E.

Heinz 3. The tools used are all elementary, but our proof is some-
what complicated.

2. The Cordes’ transformation. Assuming a, b --, 1+(>0), let (t) be the positive square root of the matrix A(t)--
((a(t, x(t)))). Let

x--x(t)--A(t) for te I--s, l-Psi,
then we may assume that for some R >0,

a) a(t, )eC([-e, l+s_ D) (D--[xl [xl R}),
b) a(t,O)-8,
c) there are positive numbers C and C. such that for any real

vector (, $,..., n)

From (a), (b) and (c) we see the following

Lemma 1. For some R, R<R there is a topological transfor-
mation from -, 1+ D onto [--, 1+s DZ.:

--(t,), t--t
such that it satisfies the following conditions:
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I. 1) (t, 0)=0,

2) 3 are continuous over I--e, 1+s
(D-- [0}) and

8) 0 is continuous over [--s,l+sX(D--{O}) and

II. for any " O< I1 R, here is a suitable olar coordinates (f, )
such

(2.1) a(t, 3u p(t, y) + + +p(t, )
r 8r ’where p(t, ), p(t, ) and the operator N satisfy the following con-

ditions:. c >(t, ) >c-, ,(t, )1 < c,
2..,(t, ),< c, ,(t, ) <c, 0(t, )l<c, (t’ ) <c,3t 3r 8

1 2()..(t,) 2(y)= dO3. N--
() , d;d...d_

where dO is the usual surface element of the unit sphere,

4. there are two positive numbers C and C such that
--I --i

or any real veetor [W" "’W-

5. E g g
and -are continuous andt’ r

< C, 3 < C, < C,

where the constants C, C and C depend only on R, C, C and the
derivatives of a(t, x) of order 2. (Here we use a finite number of
fixed, suitable systems of polar-coordinates covering the unit sphere.)

To prove the above proposition, we only remark that_
a t " - 8

,.(t, r, , ,..., n-1)
a(t,).r

satisfies the following conditions: for any t e I--s, l+s and " 0]
<R the function ,(t, r, ), ,, ,, ,, ,,, ,. and ,. are
all continuous, and for any te[-,l+e and ’0< ]R, ,, ,
and ,t are continuous, where ,(t, r, ) is considered as a function of
t, r, 0. Here and in the proof of the following sections u[ denotes
3u
3h
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Furthermore by the transformation: (, )-(, r, (f)- (t, s, )
=(t,

,(r(e_mo d
-1)-i-

s(r)--re-
we see the following

Lemma 2. By the transformation (t, )- (t, y) with a sufficiently
large too, the following condition is satisfied: for any wC(y’]y-l)
and for any t e [- s, 1+sJ,

IXI. Nw.o)dO mofN(o.wdO< 0
3sJ

as well as Conditions I and II.
3. The first inequality. Using the above lemmas, we will deduce

the Heinz’ inequality with respect to (1.1). For this purpose we may
assume that

L(u) q(t, x) 3u a(t, 3u 3u
x) +b(t, x)

3t 3x3x
(3.1)

+ N ,
where q(t, x)(>8>O)Cl(t, r, ), ai(t, x)eC(t, x), b(t, x)C(t, x) and

the coefficients of Ne C(t, r, ) (0< r R) for fixed, suitable polar
coordinates (r, ) of x.

Furthermore we may assume that u satisfies the condition (1.2)
with x(t)-O for te[--z,l+.
Put Do,o=[(t,x)lOtl and [xlro/Ko-t} and let o,o(t,x) be

such that: (1) it is in C(D.o,o-[0}), (2) its carrier is contained in
D.o,o, (3) (f.o,o=--I in D1/2o,o--[0 and (4) v--u -o,0 also satisfies the
condition (1.2).

Furthermore let f be a monotone decreasing, smooth function
such that

f(t)-I for t-, f(t)>0 for t<l and f(1)-0.

Let a(t)- af(t) + (n--2). Finally let (t) be a monotone increasing,
smooth function such that

(t) t for t

_ --, (t) 1 for t :>_ __12
and let (t)-(t)e’. Then we see the following

Lemma 3. For sufficiently small r0 and sufficiently large Ko and
k there is a constant a0 such that for any

kKf,f ]vlr-"tq.(t)dxdt

(3.2) Oo,o

Dr IC Dr
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where K0, K, K. are constant numbers depending only the derivatives
with respect to t, r, and , of q of order 1, the derivatives with
respect to t, r of the coefficients of N, and f of order<:1, which are in-
dependent of systems of polar-coordinates {,}. (Here and in the follow-
ing proofs we denote such constants by K.)

(Outline of the proof). By the usual limit processes [1, 2 we
may assume that the coefficients of L and v are sufficiently smooth.

1Let fl(t)---((t)--n/2) and u-r(z. Then we see that

::> f.(f[I qrz.t 1+ L**z ’-}- 2L*z. L**z--2rz,t .q. (L’z+ L*

.r-.(t)dOdrdt,
where

LSz- T(Zlr)l "- Nz + 10:2--(n-- 2) "a
f’(t) r log rlz,4

--u
2

L**z--arzlr.
From V’0 it implies that for any K thee is a number ko such that
for

(qO)--K(q.) (q)lt
Therefore by partial integrations with respect to t and r and from III
in 2 and the relation f’ 0, it follows that

ff
+2r(q.)rZ z--r(qO.)(z)--aKr(q.)z}dOdrdt

+(q)fz-q z Iz+q -(--2)

Purthermore we note tha for suNeienly small fo, for sueiently
large Ko and k, here is a number o such ha for any >o

Prom (SA), (SA) and II in 2, it follows that
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which implies (3.1).
4. The second inequality. Let r0 and Ko be fixed numbers such

that for sufficiently large k and , (3.2) is alid.
Then using the relation: f(1)=0, f($)>0 for t<l and ()=1 for

that even if ;Ivldx] 0, there is an interval c, dwe se
t=l

e<gl such tha for any and for any (>o(,))

f’vr-".(t)dx:f’vr-,(t)dxl (t[c,d)"

Therefore from (3.2) it follows that fvr sufficiently large k there is a
constant Ks and ao such that for a

(4.1) aKskff v ]r-"().(t)dxdt f L(v) r-(t)(t)dxdt.

Then from (3.1), (4.1) and (3.4) we see the following
Lemma 4. For sufficiently small ro and for sufficiently large Ko

and k>k0, there are constants Ko and ao such that for

)
(4.2)

where ko depends on u and K.
5. The proof of Theorem. In this section we use the notations

in 1 and 2. By (1.1) we may assume that for some to,

(5.1) IL,(u)[M lu[+
1where

hen from Lemma we see ha for any (>.(K, ., ))
ff (]u[+lul

DrO/2 20

Dro,0

k- Kff IL,(v).[r=-(t)dydt

Accordingly choosing k sufficiently large such that

2K.M<k,
it follows that for any
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+(12K0)-"-"-’Kff2KO.rO Dr KO-DrO/ 2K

Therefore tending a, we see that

u(t, y)--O for t[,, r<ro/3Ko.

Sinee, in he above roof, he numbers s,
laeed by arbitrary small and large numbers respectively, we see
(t,)-O in a neighbourhood of C in (a,b)xR. hen by a oo-
logical argumen and from Lemma 1 and Lemma also, we see
(t, )0 in he horizontal eomonen saed in 1.

Another deailed roof of heorem and the results in my re-
vious aer wih oher consequences will be ublished in he
Osaka ahemaieal Journal next year.
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